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2: CREATE THE ENERGY OF A BHajan
Bhajans follow energy mechanisms
A general pattern of how to structure a bhajan
The different phases of a bhajan
Phase One. Connecting with the energy
Phase Two. Pulling and Generating the energy
Phase Three. Dissolving the energy
If you want to finish, slow down
Singing the very first line again
PRACTICES
Before you start the bhajan
Connecting with the energy
Pulling and generating the energy
On the way to mastery
Dissolving the energy

3: COME FROM THE SILENCE
AND RETURN BACK TO IT
Silence as a mechanism of the soul
How silence is created in bhajans
The different qualities of silence in singing bhajans
PRACTICES

4: KNOW WHAT YOU SING
Know who you are dealing with
Major characters in Penukonda bhajans
PRACTICES
5: SING FOR OTHERS, NOT FOR YOURSELF

Why am I singing?
Bhajan singing is self-healing
Bhajan singing is not about your emotions
It is not about your taste
The danger is our ego
Keep your inspiration high

PRACTICES

6: USE THE POWER OF BIJAS AND WORDS

Understanding bijas

PRACTICES

7: UNIFY THE PEOPLE'S RHYTHM

What are the secrets of rhythm?
The greatest boon of rhythm
How to create that rhythm

PRACTICES

8: SING SIMPLY AND MELODIously

Sing like you talk
How to improve your voice
Fear of singing
Singing is part of our nature
Lay people and professionals
The garala kantha throat chakra
The chance of singing bhajans
The most powerful mechanism of singing
The secret of your voice

PRACTICES
three: ACCOMPANY BHAJANS

THE STYLE OF SHIVA SAI MANDIR MUSIC
A guitar replaces a whole orchestra
The guitar is a Western instrument
The grace to accompany bhajans
PLAYING RHYTHMS
Traditional drums in singing bhajans
Feeling the rhythm is a gift
Kirtals, tambourine and Konnakol
HOW TO SUPPORT YOU

four: SRI KALESHWAR COMMENTS ON THE MUSIC

five: PHOTO GALLERY